
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Manifestation Events 
A Common Dream by Family and Friends; Music in the Making 

 
Tampa, March 12, 2017 –– Anthony Toro wanted more from the concerts and shows he was 
attending. He loved music and particularly the atmosphere surrounding electronic dance music 
(EDM). He enjoyed the people gathering from all walks of life, coming together to enjoy great 
music, but he soon realized he could do more. Simultaneously, this same vision was going on 
with his friends and family. Two years later, the pieces all came together, and Manifestation 
Events was born. 
 
Toro, known by his stage name VntiDope, said, “I realized I could throw a better party than those 
I was attending, but I needed to learn to DJ. I surrounded myself with people who love music like 
I do, and, we continued to build while I learned to DJ.” 
 
VntiDope now plays at several Tampa Bay Area clubs, events, and shows, planning, promoting                    
and working alongside his friends and family, including DJ Zach “ZigZag” Wall, 
DJ/Producer/Public Relations Manager Ruben “Rez Vidal” Rosario. 
 
“Everyone has a role in Manifestation,” Toro added, “because we all want the same thing. We 
want people to experience our music and vibes. We want them to be part of the family, and the 
energy is contagious.” With a team of nearly 40 dream-infected, energy-infused, like-minded DJs, 
promoters and several hundred followers, Manifestation Events is growing into an empire, 
Manifestation Empire. 
 
VntiDope and Manifestation Events are scheduling multiple events for summer 2017 and beyond. 
Rez Vidal is working with the DJs to get production built and established through his label, 
Hourglass Productions, and ZigZag is continuously working with other artists to expand 
Manifestation’s reach. You can follow Manifestation Events on the official Manifestation Empire 
Facebook page and listen to their DJ mixes on Rez Vidal’s podcast, Music on My Mind, available 
through iTunes and RezVidal.com. 

### 
 

About Hourglass Productions 
Hourglass Productions is an entertainment and public relations company, focusing on public 
concerns varying from community engagement to veterans’ services. We believe creativity, open 
communication, professionalism and laughter are the keys to reaching audiences. Learn more at 
https://rezvidal.com/. 
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